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A comparison is made between the two objects mentioned in the title. 
Connections between them are threefold: (i) both are particular instances of dual 
pairs of locally convex spaces; (ii) many partial inner product spaces consist of 
chains or lattices of semi-inner product spaces; (iii) the basic structure behind both 
of them is that of Galois connections. A number of common open problems are 
described. 
1. INTRoDuc-i70~ 
Our purpose in this note is to make the connection between the two 
objects mentioned in the title. To our knowledge they have developed 
separately and to different ends. We feel their future development should take 
note and cognizance of each other. 
It turns out that their intersection is inexact but large, especially as 
concerns the spaces encountered. Their union, on the other hand, is a bit 
vague and should be left so. Indeed, to try to specify or define it exactly 
would reduce to an exercise in semantics, for both objects come from and 
may be (and should be, one of our main points) embedded in the general 
frame of duality. 
What we wish to do here is to identify and clarify briefly the connections 
between them. It starts from the very motivation behind them: the desire to 
use Hilbert space methods, and in particular operator theory, beyond their 
original realm. First of all, both structures are particular instances of dual 
pairs (see Section 2). Next, many PIP spaces are naturally chains or lattices 
of SIP spaces (see Section 3). Then, at a deeper level, we will recognize in 
Section 4 that Galois connections are in fact the common core between the 
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two notions. This analysis points towards several possible generalizations: 
for semi-inner product spaces, from Banach sates to arbitrary locally convex 
spaces; for partial inner product spaces, from compatibility relations and 
partial inner products on a vector space to the same objects between two 
different spaces. This provides some guidelines as to the direction of a 
possible (partially) unified theory. Further progress should, and no doubt 
will, come from specific applications. To illustrate that point, we conclude 
the paper (Section 5) with a description of several problems (all in operator 
theory) where both structures might play a role, and thus for which 
additional steps in a common direction would seem profitable. 
It seems impossible to say with full accuracy when either of these objects 
began. 
Partial Inner Product spaces (hereafter PIP spaces) have recently been 
developed systematically by Antoine and Grossmann (see [l-3]). They stem 
from eazrlier studies of nested or rigged Hilbert spaces (see Gelfand et. al. 
[4], Grossmann [5]), and even further back from the negative norms of 
Schwartz, Leray and Lax (see Yosida [6]). Their main field of applications 
is operator theory, especially spectral properties and very singular operators. 
Semi-Inner Product spaces (hereafter SIP spaces) go back at least as far 
as McShane [7], although not in name, and in the geometric sense they go 
even farther back, for example, to James and others in the initial studies of 
orthogonality in general Banach spaces. For reference to this earlier work, 
and for a very useful survey of the geometric aspects of the theory, see 
Diestel [8]. As objects per se they were later systematically developed by 
Lumer [9], Bauer [lo] and Giles [ll]. For applications their importance 
stems from earlier work (e.g., by Phillips [ 121 and others) in which it is 
desired to treat dissipative structures for partial differential equations in Lp- 
spaces. Many applications, including these, involve unbounded operators, for 
which only a small beginning has been made (see Gustafson and Zwahlen 
[ 131 for some of the most basic results and questions). 
This last remark points towards what is, in our opinion, the most 
promising line of future, and common, development for PIP and SIP spaces: 
control of singular operators, unbounded or even worse. Section 5 suggests 
some interesting problems in this direction. 
2. PIP’s, SIP’s AND DUAL PAIRS 
In this section we will define the two classes of spaces mentioned in the 
title and exhibit a first connection between them through the general concept 
of dual pair. For simplicity we consider only the case of the complex scalar 
field C. 
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DEFINITION 1. [ 11, see also [4, 51. A Partial Inner Product Space (PIP 
space) is a vector space X equipped with a linear compatibility relation # 
and with a partial inner product (y Ix) defined for all pairs of compatible 
vectors x and y in X. 
Some clarifications: The notion of compatibility relation is more general 
(see Section 4 below), but on a vector space X a linear compatibility relation 
is a symmetric (i.e., x # y iff y # x) binary relation # on X such that for 
every x in X the set {x}# of all elements compatible with x is a vector 
subspace of X. By partial inner product (pip) we mean here a hermitian form 
(y]x) linear in x and with complex conjugate (x] y), positive in the sense 
that (XIX) > 0 whenever x # 0 and x # x, and nondegenerate in the sense 
that (xl y) = 0 for all y E x# (x# consists of all vectors compatible with 
every vector in X) implies x = 0. , 
DEFINITION 2. [9], see also [7, 8, 10, 12, 141. A Semi-Inner Product 
Space (SIP space) is a Banach space X equipped with a duality mapping J 
into its strong dual X’ and with a semi-inner product [ y, x] defined by J for 
all vetitors x and y on X. 
Some clarifications: By duality mapping (alternately, support [8] or 
Hahn-Banach mapping) we mean the multiple-valued map from X into X’ 
such that for each x E X the set J(x) is the (convex) subset of X’ which 
consists of those fE X satisfying 
CL x> = l141Z = IlfllZ9 (1) 
that is, those f’s that attain their supremum at x. The existence of this 
mapping follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem, and indeed (see Lemma 1 
below) all semi-inner products come from it. By semi-inner product (sip) we 
mean a mapping [y, x] from X x X into Cc, linear in x but in general not 
linear in y, and positive in the sense that [x,x] > 0 when x # 0. We also 
require the Schwarz inequality ][x, y]]’ < [y, y] [x, x] and the homogeneity 
propefiy [AY, xl = I[Y, xl (12 E C). 
We will now relate these two objects to the concept of dual pair, as 
introduced by Dieudonne, Mackey (see Kiithe [ 151 and the references therein 
for a full discussion). Two vector spaces X, Y form a dual pair (Y, X) if one 
is given a bilinear form ( y, x) from Y x X into C separating in each of its 
arguments (i.e., (y, x) = 0 Vx E X implies y = 0 and ( y, x) = 0 Vy E Y 
implies x = 0). Notice that a dual pair (Y, X) is perfectly symmetric in x and 
y. A typical dual pair consists of a topological vector space Z and its dual 
Z’. Notice that we could as well define an antidual pair with a sesquilinear 
form; the dual space Z’ is then replaced by the antidual Zx the space of 
continuous antilinear forms on Z. For a clarification of this point, see 
Schwartz [ 161. 
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Given a dual pair (Y, X), one may introduce the weak topology o(X, Y) 
on Y, which is defined by the seminorms J+(X) = supyeF ](y, x)], where F 
denotes the finite subsets of Y. The dual of X equipped with a(X, Y) is Y. 
Any locally convex topology on X with the same property is said to be 
compatible with the dual pair (X, Y). Among all such topologies on X, there 
exists, by the Mackey-Arens theorem, a finest one, the so-called Mackey 
topology T(X, Y). 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) Any (nondegenerate) PIP space X defines an 
antidual pair (X,x”); conversely, if the antidual pair (X, Y) is such that Y 
can be identtj?ed with a subspace of X, then X is a PIP space. 
(ii) Every SIP space X results from the dual pair (X, xl); conversely 
every dual pair (X,X) of Banach spaces is an SIP space. 
Proof (i) The first half is obvious: by definition the pip puts X and X# in 
antiduality. As for the converse, let Y s X, then we define a compatibility on 
X as follows: x, #x, iff at least one of them belongs to Y. For the pip, let 
x#y and yE Y; then (ylx)=x(y). 
(ii) This is a restatement of the definition. 1 
Let us mention here two important examples of PIP spaces. 
(1) The perfect sequence spaces Xc w, the space of all sequences of 
complex numbers. We may take for example X = em and x# y if 
CiIxiyi] < co. ThusX#=e’ and (y/x)=Cijjixi. 
(2) The doublet H*(Q) c H-*(a) consisting of a Sobolev space H*(0) 
of twice differentiable functions over a domain, 0, and its dual H-*(.0). Let 
X = H-*(a) and x # y if either x or y is in H*(n) (see Proposition l(i)). 
ThenX#=H*(~)and (yJx)=l,jfxdp. 
Turning now to SIP spaces and Proposition l(ii), we would first like to 
note the following lemma, which is important and sometimes not enough in 
evidence. 
LEMMA 1. The totality of sip’s are given exactly by the Hahn-Banach 
functionals. 
Proof: An sip is, for each y E X, a mapping [y, x] which is linear in x 
and bounded (by [y, y]); it is therefore a bound linear functional y*(x). 
Conversely, the latter satisfies the stipulated requirements of an sip provided 
we ask that y* be related (e.g., through the mapping J, i.e., y* E J(y)) to 
some y so that y*(y) = (I y]]* = ]( y*(]*. Th is may always be obtained, for any 
given y, by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Notice that it is the y*(y) > 0 which 
is essential, since the rest can be done by rotating and renorming. 1 
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Let us now consider two important examples of SIP spaces. 
(1) Take X 7 d’, then X’ = C*). The Hahn-Banach mapping J here 
takes the unit ball of C’ onto convex segments of the unit ball of em and as 
such yields an infinity of sip’s, each given by [ y, x] = y*(x) = C, x, jjii, 
where y* is some chosen element of J(y) (see the discussion below). 
(2) The doublet H*(Q) c H-*(R) of Sobolev spaces. We may take 
X = H-*(lit), then X’ = H*(O) and the sip is given by [ y, x] = r*(x). Here 
the element y* is unique for every y. We may also take X= Z-Z*(O), then 
X’ = H-*(.0) and the sip is the same. 
For example (1) recall the two dimensional real examples (;*I and eg,, 
their unit balls and J the Hahn-Banach duality map 
x =(I.01 J(xl={(l.yL-llvSl} 
Before leaving Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, we would like to discuss in 
some more detail the properties of the duality mapping J. As we said, given 
x E X of norm 1, every functional x* E J(x) attains its supremum ]]x* /] at x, 
or is a supporting hyperplane of the unit ball at x. In general, J(x) contains 
more than one point, i.e., the map J: X + X’ is multiple-valued, and also non- 
injective: x # y need not imply J(x) n J(y) = QJ. However, precise charac- 
terizations are known, in terms of the geometry of X (see Diestel [8] for a 
full discussion). 
LEMMA 2. Let S(x) = {x E X 111 x II= 1 } be the unit sphere of X. 
(i) J is single-valued on S(X) flX is smooth; 
(ii) J is iqjective on S(X) @X is strictly convex. 1 
Here (i) is used as a definition; X is smooth iff at each point x of S(X) 
there is a unique element x* of S(X) such that x*(x) = 1. X is strictly 
convex if each point of S(X) is an extreme point of the unit ball U(X). 
Notice that Ct,, in the example above is neither smooth nor strictly convex; 
accordingly J is neither single-valued nor injective. 
Properties of J can also be characterized by the geometry of X’, for one 
has: if X’ is smooth (resp., strictly convex), then X is strictly convex (resp., 
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smooth). The converse is in general false, unless X (and hence X’) is 
reflexive. 
This brings us to another key fact. Given y* E X’, there is in general no 
guarantee that one can find a y E X such that y* E J(y). It was shown by 
James that such Banach spaces for which every y* has a y are exactly the 
reflexive ones. This is an important fact, as is the following extension, which 
is not so well known outside the SIP literature, in which it is strongly used. 
LEMMA 3 (James-Bishop-Phelps). For any Banach space X, J(U(x)) is 
dense in X’. It is onto @X is reflexive. 
Proof See Diestel [8] or Bonsall-Duncan [ 141 and references 
therein. 1 
It follows from the discussion above that if X is reflexive, smooth and 
strictly convex, then J is a norm preserving bijection from X onto X’ 
although not necessarily linear. Such is the case, in particular, when X 
possesses any one of several equivalent properties obtained by adding a 
uniformity requirement to smoothness, strict convexity or differentiability of 
the norm. This has led Giles [ 1 l] to introduce an interesting class of SIP 
spaces, the uniform sip spaces, uniformly convex uniformly continuous 
Banach spaces. Such spaces are necessarily reflexive and their dual has the 
same properties. Moreover, the familiar Riesz lemma of Hilbert space theory 
holds for uniform SIP spaces (although without linearity). 
In most cases (typically in the context of PIP spaces, see Section 3 below), 
only the topology of X is important, the norm that generates it may be 
replaced by an equivalent norm. When such a renorming is allowed, more 
regularity is expected. For instance (see Diestel [8] for a complete 
discussion), every separable Banach space X has an equivalent norm for 
which X is smooth and both X and X’ strictly convex. Every reflexive 
Banach space X can be renormed in such a way that both X and R are 
smooth and strictly convex. Hence the map J (for the new norm !) is again a 
continuous bijection from X onto X’. 
Two examples of J maps are in order. 
(i) Let X=L*(r) = {s measurable ]I?: ]fl’ r-‘(x)& < co, r > 0); 
then X’ = L*(r-‘) and the map J is the following bijection: 
Similar results hold for the pair (H-*, Hz). Indeed Hilbert spaces are 
uniformly convex, and J coincides with the canonical anti-isomorphism from 
X onto its antidual. 
(ii) Let X=Lp[O, 11, 1 <I, < co. Then X’ =L9[0, l] and J is again a 
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bijection, for the spaces Lp, 1 <p < co, are indeed uniformly convex, and the 
map J is given by: 
Ifl 
zf= Ilfll, ( )” -2- f, fELP. 
Here again we see that J is homogeneous and norm conserving, but 
nonlinear. 
In the examples above, it is only the nonlinearity in the mapping J which 
interferes with the clean statement that {SIP} c {PIP}. The spaces are the 
same, the sip’s and pip’s values and expressions are the same, but the J 
restricts the SIP to a smaller (and nonlinear) selection of paired elements and 
values. To make the stated inclusion “valid” one needs only to loosen the 
bihermitian requirement on the pip. Reasons for doing this, beyond just in 
order to have a clean inclusion, will be discussed in the next sections. 
Many other examples of PIP and SIP spaces could have been given here. 
See the next section and the references. The reader will be struck with the 
strong overlap in examples. One can even say that the overlap in examples is 
stronger than the overlap in the theory. There is no overlap in the theory in 
the literature to our knowledge and our purpose here is to fill that gap. That 
is, we have tried to show in this section that such a gap is already partially 
filled by going back to basic duality (Y, X). 
The examples (1) and (2) were chosen specially, however. 
Example (1) is of historical interest in the PIP development because in his 
study of perfect spaces Kdthe (e.g., see K&he [ 15, pp. 405, 4061 and 
references therein) assigns a compatibility relation (’ rather than “) for ep 
spaces, and begins to work with their finer lattice substructures. A further 
treatment will appear in his second volume Kothe [17], see also the 
comments in [ 15, p. 4241. 
Moreover, Example (1) can be generalized (see Rzewuski [18] and 
Antoine [ 191) to a sequence of scalar products (JG x), on a vector space 1. 
Then one may take x# y if lim,, exists and then the pip is 
(YIx) = lim,+,h XL which plays the role of a cut-off with increasing n in 
models in quantum field theory. 
Example (2), which can be augmented to the triple H’(0) c L’(Q) c 
W2(Q), is typical of nested Hilbert spaces, triples and scales as they occur 
in partial differential equations of mathematical physics in a wide range of 
applications. Sometimes, instead, a space of more rapidly falling off 
distributions is used but this is always tailored to the application and/or 
operator domain in question. The triples need not be exact operator domains 
and the attempt at liner and even optimal interpolation of such triples (and 
their Fourier transforms) forms the basis for the recent most general results 
in scattering theory via the so-called limiting absorption principles. See 
607/41/3-6 
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Gustafson [20] for a recent survey. Most triples are motivated to some 
extent by the desire to analytically continue resolvent matrix elements to or 
from the real axis. An interesting recent treatment of the Kronig-Penney 
model for point interactions in solid state physics via the PIP framework of 
Example (2) may be found in Grossmann, Hoegh-Kroghn and Mebkhout 
[21 I* 
Moreover, Example (2) contains interesting representation questions for 
both sip’s and pip’s, see Section 5. 
3. CHAINS AND LATTICES OF SIP SPACES 
Although both PIP spaces and SIP spaces are, as shown in Section 2, 
reflections and uses of dual pairs (Y, X), neither includes the other, in 
general. This situation comes essentially from the fact that, outside of their 
common Hilbert space core, the pip is to be symmetric and the sip need not 
be, whereas the sip is restricted by the selection map x+x* (which need not 
be onto) and the pip need not be. 
First we observe that the two notions coincide in the case, and only in the 
case, of reflexive Banach spaces (thus including Hilbert spaces). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space such that X’ G X. 
Then X is at the same time a PIP space and a SIP space. 
Proof As in Proposition 1, X is a PIP space for which x and y are 
compatible whenever one at least is in X’, and then the pip is x*(y) or y*(x) 
as the case may be. Here as usual x -+ x* is the antilinear identification of X’ 
with a subspace of X. As for the sip, by the James-Bishop-Phelps Lemma 3, 
there is no bias between X and X’ (also reflexive) for assigning it, since X is 
reflexive. I 
The point of Proposition 2 is that the mapping J used in the sip’s is in 
general nonlinear and that the compatibility underlying the pip is linear. 
Also X and X’ are a priori not included within each other, whereas x# E X 
in the pip case (by definition). Any further step towards a unified theory 
must take these two points into account. We will do just that in Section 4. 
To see how to go beyond the somewhat restricted situation of Proposition 
2, but within the current framework, let us go back to Example (2) of 
Section 2, but now with a slightly refined infrastructure. We again let 
X = He2 be the PIP space, and we set up three different pip’s on it by means 
of three different compatibility relations. To do so, we consider 






(i) x # y if one of them is in Hz, and then ( ylx) = y*(x); 
(ii) x # y if one of them is in H’, k = - 2, -1, 0, 1,2, and the other is 
in Hmk, and then (ylx) =y*(x). 
(iii) x # y if one of them is in ET, -2 < r Q 2, and the other is in H-‘, 
and then (y]x) =y*(x). 
Each of these compatibilities has more compatible pairs of vectors than 
the preceding one (in fact it is finer, in the technical sense defined in [3]). 
Now notice that each of these PIP spaces is just a chain of SIP spaces of 
the type described in Proposition 1. By chain here we mean a totally ordered 
parametrized family {X,} such that X,=X-, is always in the chain. 
Obviouly the same situation prevails for a arbitrary chain {X,} of Banach 
spaces, discrete or continuous, when r < s implies existence of an injection of 
X, into X, (see, e.g., Krein and Petunin [22]). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let {X,) be a chain of Banach spaces such that Xi = Xi 
is in the chain whenever X, is, and r < s implies f > S: Then {X,} may be 
regarded as a scale of SIP spaces embedded in the total PIP space 
X = U,X,, with compatibility and pip given as in (iii). 1 
Notice that the condition r < s * f > 5 implies that all the embeddings 
X,. +X, are continuous and have dense range. In practice it is usually true 
that r--t F is an involution, i.e., 5= r; then each X, is reflexive. 
Three well known examples of such scales are the following. 
(1) F=C’ c ..:cpc . . . cp=x 
with pip structure as given in example (1) of the previous section. 
(2) X+=C,(H)c...C,(H)...c...B(H)=X, 
where X= BQ is the space of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space H, 
the pip is (y(x) = trace( y*x) and the pip structure is built up from the chain 
of C, classes of compact operators and their usual (trace) dual structure. 
(3) X=Lmc...c...LPC...CLl=X, 
where Lp = Lp[O, l] and where the pip is s xydv. 
In these examples and Proposition 3, the pip structure was generated by a 
chain, discrete or continuous, of Banach spaces. But the pip then leads to a 
richer structure containing additional spaces which need not be normed, thus 
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leading us outside of the realm of SIP spaces. Given x E X, where X is a 
Banach space (or indeed an arbitrary vector space) define {x}” as the set of 
those y that are compatible with x. Then for any subset S c X one can 
introduce the sets 
S#= {yly#x,VxES}= n {x}” 
xes 
and S* = (S#)#. It is immediate that S E SM and S# = S- for any S. 
Those subsets S which satisfy S”= S play an essential role in the PIP 
structure because they completely characterize the compatibility relation: 
indeed, x # y iff there is a subset Z = ZM such that x E Z and y E Z? In his 
original case of sequence spaces Kothe [ 151 called them perfect. In the 
general theory [ 1 ] they have been called assaying subsets. They are vector 
subspaces of X when # is linear. When ordered by inclusion the family 
F(X, #) of all assaying subsets is a complete lattice with involution (lattice 
dual isomorphism) with respect to the lattice operations: 
SAT=SnT, SVT=(S+T)++ 
and involution S tt S#. 
Thus, given a lattice of subspaces of X, the PIP by itself enlarges it to its 
completion x(X, #). If we consider a chain as in the examples above, the 
complete lattice generated will again be a chain, obtained by adding 
arbitrary intersections and unions of spaces in the chain; these new elements 
equipped with their natural topologies will no longer be Banach spaces, but 
projective and inductive limits of these. As an example, from the chain (3) 
above one gets: 
p=LmcL-E (-) Lqc...cL”+G (j LqcLpc**.cLp- 
q<m p<q<m 
E (-) Lqc...Ll+s ,<(& LPcL’=X. 
l<q<P 
A detailed analysis of this construction and the accompanying pip 
structure is given in [3]. Given a vector space X and a lattice 2’ of vector 
subspaces of X, which moreover carries an involution (an “involutive 
covering” of X, in the terminology of [3]), one defines a linear compatibility 
on X exactly as we did in the examples above: x # y iff there is a subspace 
S E 2’ such that x E S and y E S# (S + S# is the given involution on 7). 
Then it can be shown [3] that (i) such a procedure is equivalent to the 
“intrinsic” one developed above, (ii) every subspace S E J’ is an assaying 
subset of the PIP space so obtained, and (iii) the complete lattice .7(X, #) is 
just the lattice completion (by unrestricted lattice operations) of 7. 
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Let us finish this section with a few more examples. 
(4) X= w, the space of all complex sequences with compatibility 
x # y iff C, ]xi y, ] < co and pip (y ] x) = C x1 7,. This is exactly Kiithe’s 
theory of perfect sequence spaces [ 151. Here a generating lattice (“rich 
subset” in the language of [3]) is given by all the Hilbert spaces e”(r) = 
Ix E CfJ I c lx,12 r;’ < co } with {r,} an arbitrary sequence of positive number 
(weights). 
(5) The same as in (4), but restricted to em; this is a refinement of 
example (1). 
(6) X = &,(M,,D) the locally integrable functions on an arbitrary 
measure space (M, cl); compatibility is x # y iff j jxy 1 dp < co and pip 
( y Ix) = j x7 d,u. Then F = L”O(X, p), the essentially bounded functions of 
compact support, and a generating lattice of Hilbert subspaces is the family 
of “weighted L* spaces,” L*(r) = {x measurable, I lx]* r-’ 6 < co} with r 
and r-’ positive, locally integrable functions. 
(7) The normed Kothe spaces described in Chapter 15 of Zaanen 
[23]. Let I be the set of all function norms p with the Fatou property such 
that both p and its associate function norm p’ are absolutely continuous (see 
[23] for the definition). Then the family {L,},,er is an involutive lattive of 
reflexive Banach spaces which generate a PIP space structure on X, the 
linear span of all L,, p E I. 
We may summarize this section by the following statement: “most” PIP 
spaces are lattices of SIP spaces. This describes a second connection between 
the two notions. 
4. SIP SPACES, PIP SPACES AND GALOIS CONNECTIONS 
As we know already (Proposition l), PIP spaces go much beyond Banach 
spaces; spaces of distributions are standard examples. One could also 
introduce more general locally convex spaces (e.g., FrCchet spaces) in the 
SIP framework, by using semi-norms and so on. However, as long as the 
basic incompatibilities of the nonlinearity of the J mapping in the sip and the 
symmetry in the pip are not dealt with, no unified theory of merit can ensue. 
When they are accounted for and modified, one can easily write a theory to 
accomodate locally convex spaces. But we do not pursue this aspect of 
generality any further here. 
Let us go back instead into the algebraic duality theory, namely, that of 
binary relations and Galois connections (see Birkhoff [24], Ore [25]). Here 
we are leaving topology behind and thus ignoring for the moment both the J 
map of the sip and the pip itself, concentrating on the compatibility relation 
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underlying it. Indeed, as we will explain below, a compatibility by itself need 
not be linear. From these considerations, the parallelism between SIP and 
PIP structures will emerge, and we may begin to see the outline of a general 
theory. Here we shall only briefly inspect such a theory. 
We will start with the basic notion of (algebraic) closure. Let 1 be a 
partially ordered set. 4 closure on J is a map X-+ z from M to M such 
that: (i) X G 2; (ii) X = y; (iii) Xc Y implies x’c_ F [24]. An element 
XE J is said to be closed iff X=2. Let Q(M) be the set of all closed 
elements of A, with the induced order. Then if M is a complete lattice, so is 
57(J) with respect to the lattice operations (“Yc I): 
For a simple example consider the familiazr closure operation in a 
topological space. Take, for instance, J= V(E), the set of all vector 
subspaces of a topological vector space E, ordered by inclusion. This is a 
complete lattice for A, = n,, V, E 2,. If X+x denotes topological 
closure, then q(J) is just the complete lattice v(E) of all closed vector 
subspaces (see, e.g., Kothe [ 151). 
Let 9 and J be two partially ordered sets. A Galois connection [24, 251 
between 9 and J is a pair of maps a: 9 +A (we write a(X) = Xa) and 
/3:M+ 5&‘, such that: 
(i) both a and /3 reverse order, 
(ii) S c SUB for each S E 4p and T C_ pea for each T E Yn: It follows 
from the definition that S + S”” (resp. T+ Toa) is a closure on g (resp. 
-4 
From now on, we will assume that both V and YICI are complete lattices. 
So then are the two sets of closed elements C(9) and g(J). Furthermore, a 
(resp. p) is a lattice anti-isomorphism of O(9) onto w(J) (resp. Q(M) 
onto g(9)); for every subset J~‘-G g’(9) one has: 
( 1 
vX==Ar 
XE. v. XEM 
W 
and similarly for /?. Actually (see Pickert [26]), when both p and J are 
complete lattices, the two maps a and p are not independent: a generates a 
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Galois connection iff it satisfies the single condition (3a); /3 is then uniquely 
determined and given by: 
PO= v x. (4) 
X->T 
As a first example consider a dual pair (Y, X). Take for a the map 
I: V(Y) + V(X), where ML c X is the orthogonal space of M c Y, and for B 
the corresponding map I: V(X) + V(Y). Then (a, p) is a Galois connection 
between V(Y) and V(X), and indeed [ 151: 
LEMMA 4. Let (Y, X) be a dual pair. Then: 
(i) A vector subspace F c Y is closed with respect to any topology 
compatible with the dual pair iff it is orthogonally closed, i.e., F = I;“. 
(ii) The closed subspaces of Vform a complete lattice r(Y). Moreover, 
the complete lattices v(Y) and v(X) are dually isomorphic according to 
subspace et orthogonal complement matching. I 
Before introducing a second example, we note the basic fact that every 
Galois connection between two partially ordered sets 9 and & can be 
generated by a binary relation, that is, a subset r c Y X Yn, for instance, r 
can be taken as the set {(S, T)j T Q Sa}. Conversely, every binary relation 
TE Y x J generates a Galois connection (a, 8) between 9 and Yn by the 
definitions: 
S={TEJI (S, T)Er} 
P{SEYl(S,zJEr}. 
(5) 
Now we specialize these, results to our case, and this is our second 
example. Let X and Y be two arbitrary sets. We take Y = S(X) E 2*, the 
set of all subsets of X, this is a complete lattice with respect to set inter- 
section and set union. Similarly take J = Q(Y). Define a generalized 
compatibility between X and Y as a binary relation between -P(X) and Q(Y). 
The corresponding Galois connection will be denoted by (#, Cl). It is given 
by the formula (5) above. Actually it is enough to define these two maps # 
and Cl between X and Y themselves, that is, to use the restricted binary 
relation P c X x Y defined by (x, y) E P iff ({x}, { y}) E r. By definition, if 
xEX and yEY, we have x#yoyOxo(x,y)EP. From this we get 
(#x)# = Y, where dx denotes the empty subset of X, and 
if XEX, 
{x}#={yEYIx#y}cY, 
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if S c X is arbitrary, 
s#= {YE Y(x#yVxES}= (-) {x)” 
XES 
together with similar relations for 0: 9(Y) + -P(X). The general result 
above gives the following: let Sr(X, #, 0) resp. jr(Y, 0, #), be the set of all 
those subsets S cX, resp. T c Y that verify the relation S = S#‘, resp. 
T= p (they could again be called assaying subsets of X and Y, respec- 
tively). Then both Sr(X, #, Cl) and sT(Y, Cl, #) are complete lattices, with 
respect to set intersection and #U-closure, resp. q #-closure, of set union. 
Moreover they are dually isomorphic with respect to the two maps # and q . 
In particular, formulas (3a) and (3b) above hold with a = #, and similarly 
for /I = Cl. Moreover, by Eq. (4), we have, for any T c Y, that 
p = u?h, SF. 
Specializing further to X= Y and # = 0 (which corresponds to a 
symmetric binary relation: (x, y) E P iff (y, x) El=; such a Galois map is 
called self-dual or involutive) we recover the usual notion of compatibility on 
a set, as introduced in [ 1 ] and [3]. 
A well known example of the structure just described is (absolute) 
polarity. Let first X be R” with the Euclidean inner product; write r # q iff 
](& q)] < 1. Then for any subset S G R”, S” is the absolute polar of S, and 
the assaying subsets are precisely all closed, absolutely convex subsets of IF?‘. 
More generally let (X, Y) be a dual pair. For M c X define MO as the set 
of all y E Y such that ](x, y)] < 1, and similarly for N c Y. Then MO is the 
absolute polar of M and the above discussion applies with # = O, q = O. See, 
e.g., Kothe [ 15, Sect. 20.81 for particulars. Further examples are discussed in 
[3, Appendix B]. 
Finally, we come back to the linear case. Let X be a vector space and # a 
linear compatibility on X. By the linearity of # the relation f# g df g E X) 
is equivalent to [f] # [g], where [f] is the one dimensional subspace 
generated by $ Thus we may take as complete lattice V(X), the set of all 
vector subspaces of X: a linear compatibility on X is the same thing as a 
self-dual (or involutive) Galois map on V(X). The whole discussion above 
then goes through. One point must be stressed: the lattice sT(X, #) consists 
also of vector subspaces of X, but it is in general not a sublattice of V(X). 
The inf’s are the same, namely, set intersection, but the sup’s are not: vector 
sum in V(X), ##closure of vector sum in x(X, #), and the latter may be 
strictly larger. See Kiithe [ 15, Sect. 30.41 for a counterexample. This 
situation is, however, fairly exceptional among examples of PIP spaces. 
Now we return to SIP spaces. For X a Banach space, and X its dual, we 
define a compatibility d on X X X’ as follows. For x E X,fE X’, we say that 
(recall (1) of Section 2) 
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=V iff f(x) = (f, 4 = llfll llxll Ilf II = II-d9 (6) 
that is, f is a linear functional which attains its supremum at x. It is clear 
that the duality map J is simply: for x E X, J(x) = ix}‘. What remains to be 
done now is a full translation of known facts into properties of the 
compatibility d. First let us restrict d to the unit spheres S(X) and S(X) (we 
denote this restriction by a):’ 
d? iff (f,x)=l. 
Then we have the following equivalence (see Lemma 2): 
(7) 
(i) X reflexive 0 {f}A # 0 for all fE X, 
(ii) X smooth o {x}~ contains exactly one element of S(X’), 
(iii) X strictly convex 0 {x}’ n { JJ}~ = QJ iff x # y. 
Of course we have always XA = (S(X))’ = 0. Recall also that if X is 
reflexive, it always has an equivalent norm )I ] - ] ]I such that (X, ]I ] . I I]) is both 
smooth and strictly convex, and the same for X’. Assuming this renorming 
(which changes J and d!) has been done, we see that a is a bijection between 
S(X) and S(X) in the reflexive case (which arises in most PIP space 
situations). 
The parallelism between SIP and PIP goes slightly further. In the pip case, 
given x, the pip assigns to it a unique linear form (xl -), continuous for 
appropriate topologies on its domain of definition, that is, {x}“. This is 
nothing but the Riesz lemma generalized to PIP spaces [2]. As for the sip, it 
is also an assignment to every x E X of a unique linear form x* E {x}’ = 
J(x), continuous on the whole of X. The difference is that the correspondence 
x+ (xl -) is antilinear, whereas x+x* is not (except in the Hilbert case, 
where the SIP and the PIP structures coincide anyway). 
5. COMMON PROBLEMS 
We conclude the paper with a list of problems common to SIP and PIP 
spaces: more precisely, problems (all of them about operators) initially posed 
on one side but for which the other approach might be useful. 
5.1. Unboundedness 
A major question, indeed perhaps the fundamental question for sip’s for 
unbounded operators is whether a densely defined unbounded operator A in 
a complex Banach space X always has unbounded numerical range [Ax, x], 
’ The corresponding set PC S(x) x S(X) is denoted ll by Bonsall-Duncan [ 141. 
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XE D(A), (JXII = 1. s ome results and further information may be found in 
[ 131. Roughly speaking, the James-Bishop-Phelps discussion (see Lemma 3, 
Section 2) does not seem sufficient to settle this question. It is possible that 
by use of pip’s one could find an “unbounded” A with bounded pip 
numerical range. This could shed light on the question just mentioned. 
The question, however, is what do we mean by unbounded? Let X be a 
PIP space. The theory so far uses throughout the Mackey topology r(X,, z) 
on each pair of compatible (assaying) subspaces (X,, e), which indeed are 
dual pairs with respect to the pip; in particular, X is always endowed with 
r(X, x”), and X# with t(X#, X). In this context, an operator A on X is 
defined [2] as the maximal extension of a continuous linear map A: xff+ X. 
It corresponds to a unique separately continuous sesquilinear form over 
xzf x x# having sesquilinear representation (ylAx) = (A*ylx) on 
D(A*) x D(A) and satisfying the closure relation A** = A (the latter is 
equivalent to the maximality of the domain D(A)). These operators are 
always in B(X#, X). 
Let Y be an assaying subset of X, which is a Banach space (for the 
topology r(Y, Y+)). G iven an arbitrary operator A in X, its degree of 
singularity can be estimated in terms of Y. Three cases are possible: 
(i) A is a good operator if it maps x# continuously into itself. 
(ii) A is Y-fair, if it is not good, but maps x# continuously into Y. 
(iii) A is Y-poor, if it is not Y-fair. 
The class of good operators is independent of Y. It is in fact a *-algebra 
with respect to operator multiplication and is closely related to algebras of 
unbounded operators (see Antoine [27]). Good and Y-fair operators may be 
identified, after extension by continuity, with operators in the Banach space 
Y, either bounded or unbounded, with domain D(A) IX+? Finally, Y-poor 
operators are even more singular: viewed from Y, they correspond to 
operators with a domain smaller than x”, possibly nondense or even reduced 
to {O}. 
Most PIP spaces have a central Hilbert space, i.e., a (unique) self-dual 
assaying subspace H = H# which is moreover complete in the norm 
associated to the pip, ]I f II = (f 1 f)“‘. It is usually this space H which is 
chosen as Y, for estimating the degree of singularity of an operator. In the 
SIP case, one is in general interested in a genuine Banach space Y (which 
cannot be self-dual in any associated PIP structure). Then the numerical 
range question mentioned above could be approached by embedding Y in a 
PIP space X such that x# c Y c X, with Y assaying, and reformulating the 
question in terms of PIP space operators as above. 
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5.2 Representation 
Here we may go even farther back, to the negative norms (of Schwartz, 
Leray and Lax, see Yosida [6]). Here for the triple HZ c L* c H-* that we 
have considered previously one knows that the sip = pip = y*(x) has 
representation y*(x) = (y, x)~~ = In xjj for any x in X = H* so long as y is 
in L*. That is, the generalized Schwarz inequality ][x, y]]’ < [x,x] [ y, y] for 
the sip on X, which holds for all x and y in H-*, has a concrete (L’ integral) 
representation only on subspaces of X. 
An interesting specific instance of this has been recently treated by Brizis 
and Browder [28], where it is shown that for H’ c L* c H-‘, if also x is in 
X$=Hi, y is in (X=H-‘)nL&,, and if Rey*(x) > 0, then Re y*(x) = 
l Re xy. Dieudonnb [29] has apparently more recently given a specific coun- 
terexample to the integral representability of such sip = pip, and the general 
question for w  remains unsettled. 
This problem is a particular case of the general representation problem of 
PIP spaces. Indeed there are two ways of introducing a compatibility 
relation on a vector space X. One can do it, as we discussed in Section 3, 
with help of a family (chain, lattice) of subspaces of X, which will then 
automatically become assaying subspaces in the resulting structure. But then 
there is in general no guarantee that the pip will be representable concretely 
as an integral. This is familiar and typical of all spaces of distributions. On 
the other hand, it is often convenient to define a compatibility directly in 
terms of (absolute) convergence of an integral or a series the pip is then taken 
as the corresponding integral. This is the method originally introduced by 
Kiithe for sequence spaces and generalized later to function spaces (see 
Section 3 examples). But then it is often difficult to ascertain whether a given 
subspace is assaying or not, and in any case the complete lattice of assaying 
subspaces will be extremely rich, almost never a chain, and much too rich 
for practical purposes. See [3] for a further discussion of this latter dilemma. 
We mention only briefly two other problems of a similar nature, one from 
the study of Markov processes, and the other from the theory of Banach 
algebras. In the former (see Gustafson-Sato [30]), a notion of dispersiveness 
arises and corresponds to a negative numerical range condition for a tangent 
functional of sip type. Because of representation difficulties, and H closure 
difficulties (similar to those of Section 4), it remains open as to whether 
dispersiveness always implies dissipativeness. Finally, we know of no 
detailed analysis of the C, chain of example (2) in Section 3, as a chain of 
Banach algebras with interesting applications to the study of physic+ state 
spaces, using the full sip and pip structures as put forth in the present paper. 
5.3 Hermitian Bilinear Forms 
A further area of interesting problems dealing with both boundedness- 
unboundedness and with form representation should be mentioned here, 
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namely, the problems left unresolved by Macintosh [3 l] for 
nonsemibounded hermitian forms. These problems and techniques (although 
arrived at independently) are quite similar to those of [2]. We describe one 
in particular here. 
Let J[u, u] be a closed Hermitian form in the sense of [31]. This means 
that D(J) = x# x x’, where x# c H c X, x# has a Hilbert space norm and is 
continuously embedded into H, J[u, U] is real and J[u, U] is a symmetric 
sesquilinear form (i.e., a pip), and that there exist some scalar 1, and some 
M such that (J[u, v] - &(u, v)] < it4 I( u (lx# (1 u (I*# and moreover 
(J-&J[u,u]=((C-&I 9 > u v on F x x”, where C -A,, is an isomorphism 
from x# onto X. This generalizes the notion of a closed semibounded 
sesquilinear form, as discussed, for instance, in Kato’s book [32]. 
One knows then that J has associated with it (in the sense of first 
representation theorem, see Kato [32]) a self-adjoint operator A,. One also 
knows A, itself generates a form JA, with domain D(lAJIvz). A principal 
question is whether J*, = J. It may be seen that this reduces to the question 
of whether a “second” representation theorem (see [32]) holds. Such is the 
case, as shown in [3 11, whenever the essential spectrum o,(A,) contains a 
gap. 
The same result was obtained in [2] for the more general case of a PIP 
space with central Hilbert space, x# c H c X, where C - 1, (as a PIP space 
operator) is an isomorphism from an arbitrary assaying subspace X, 5 H 
onto another one X, 3 H, neither assumed to be a Hilbert or a Banach space. 
Incidentally, these are, as far as we know,, the only two papers where 
semiboundedness is not assumed. 
A further generalization suggests itself when one compares the work just 
described with the paper [ 161 of Schwartz. Indeed (assume 1, = 0 for 
simplicity. J[ ., e 1, as a hermitian form on x# x fl, separately continuous 
(and hence jointly continuous), corresponds to a unique continuous linear 
map C: x# -+ X, where F c X. Schwartz [ 161 considers a locally convex, 
quasi-complete space E and a weakly continuous linear map A: EX + E, 
where Ex is the antidual of E, A symmetric in the sense that the associated, 
separately continuous, sesquilinear form on EX x EX is hermitian. Weakly 
continuous is equivalent to continuous with respect to the Mackey topologies 
t(EX, E) and r(E, EX). Thus the situation studied by Schwartz is exactly the 
same as just discussed, except that he does not assume EX c E. Thus the 
question arises: how much of the self-adjointness and representability results 
above [2, 3 1 ] remain true when x# is not contained in X? The typical 
example would be a dual pair of compatible subspaces in a PIP space, which 
are not included in each other, in other words, a general SIP space, as we 
discussed at length in Sections 2 and 3. 
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